SuAVE: A Tool for Analyzing Curvature-Dependent Properties in Chemical Interfaces.
Curvature is an intrinsic feature of biological membranes underlying vital cellular processes such as endocytosis, membrane fusion-fission, trafficking, and remodeling. The continuous expansion of the spatiotemporal scales accessible to computational simulations nowadays makes possible quasi-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of these processes. In despite of that, computation of the shapes and curvatures associated with the dynamics of biological membranes remains challenging. For this reason, the effect of curvature is often neglected in the analysis of quantities essential for the accurate description of membrane properties (e.g., area and volume per lipid, density profiles, membrane thickness). We propose an algorithm for surface assessment via grid evaluation (SuAVE) that relies on the application of a radial base function to interpolate points scattered across an interface of any shape. This enables the representation of the chemical interface as fully differentiable so that related geometrical properties can be calculated through the straightforward employment of well-established differential geometry techniques. Hence, the effect of different types or degrees of curvature can be accurately taken into account in the calculations of structural properties of any interfaces regardless of chemical composition, asymmetry, and level of atom coarseness. The main functionalities implemented in SuAVE are featured for a number of tetraacylated and hexaacylated Lipid-A membranes of distinct curvatures and a surfactant micelle. We show that the properties calculated for moderately to highly curved membranes differ significantly between curvature-dependent and -independent algorithms. The SuAVE software is freely available from www.biomatsite.net/suave-software .